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宇宙は過酷な放射線環境
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銀河宇宙線超新星爆発

太陽

太陽高エネルギー粒子
放射線帯内帯

放射線帯外帯

地球

磁力線

99%電子
10MeV以下
1E6個/cm2•s

99%陽子
数百MeV以下
1E5個/cm2•s

87%陽子，1%重イオン
10GeV以下
10個/cm2•s

96%陽子, 1GeV以下, 1E5個/cm2•s

A.H. -Siedle & L. Adams, “Hand book of radiation effects”, Oxford, 2001などを元に作成



宇宙に行くには放射線対策が必要
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宇宙機の頭脳「LSI」
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LSI: Large Scale Integration
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柳川博士提供

微細なスイッチ「トランジスタ」の集積体
スイッチが高速にON/OFFして電気の流れを制御する

LSI

～1cm角

柴田直先生「半導体デバイス入門」昭晃堂

トランジスタ

~100nm



放射線に弱い
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off-state and the drain voltage varies from 0.05 V to 1.8 V with a power supply. Unlike in the case of laser 
testing, in which a repetitive signal can be generated and measured by a sampling oscilloscope, we have to use a 
single-shot oscilloscope for this work. Thus, we used the 30 GHz of high-bandwidth single-shot digital 
oscilloscope (LeCroy Model Wavemaster 830Zi) to measure the transient drain currents. Furthermore, the 
bias-tee, amplifier, and cables limit the bandwidth of the measurement system to around 20 GHz. The drain 
currents were amplified by a charge pre-amplifier with 21.5dB before input to the oscilloscope.  
   The heavy-ion irradiation tests were performed using the K = 110 MeV AVF cyclotron at the Takasaki Ion 
Accelerators for Advanced Radiation Application (TIARA) in Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), Takasaki. 
The test transistor was irradiated in a vacuum chamber with a broad beam of 322 MeV Krypton (Kr) at an 
irradiation angle of 0 degrees to achieve an LET of 40 MeV-cm2/mg. 150 - 200 transient current waveforms 
were measured when irradiated with a broad beam at each drain bias condition. After each measurement, the 
beam was stopped and the drain bias was changed to different value. The drain bias was swept from 1.8 V to 0.2 
V in 0.2 V steps, and from 0.2 V to 0.05 V in 0.05 V steps.  

 

  
 
3. Experimental Results 
   Fig. 2 shows a histogram of a collected charge distribution with the drain biased to 1.8 V. The collected 
charges were computed by integrating the current signals. These results are reasonable, since the struck locations 
of ions are completely random during the irradiation, and transient current response varies depending on the 
location of ion strikes in the transistor (such as gate hit or drain hit [14]). In here, to estimate the DSET 
pulse-width by the table-based estimation, we have to obtain the current waveform with same ion strike 
condition like the ion strike location for each bias condition. Thus, we extracted waveforms from the collected 
charge distribution with the greatest collect charge as typical waveforms in each drain bias condition.  
   Fig. 3 shows an extracted waveform of transient current from Fig. 2. The extracted waveform shows a typical 
ion-induced drain current waveform, i.e., consisting of a fast rise time and an exponential decay tail. The charge 
of the extracted waveform is 230 fC. Smoothed waveform is superimposed onto the actual data in Fig. 3. For 
every drain bias condition, smoothed transient current waveforms were extracted from each charge distributions 
in the same manner as the case of the 1.8 V drain bias. The DSET pulse-width increases with the collected 
charge in the case of the inverter cell fabricated with Partially Depleted SOI process [15], thus we have assumed 
that the DSET pulse-width obtained from current pulses with the greatest collect charge is the worst-case 
scenarios.  
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Fig. 2 An example of a collected charge 
distribution with the drain biased at 1.8 V.  

Fig. 1 Experimental setup used transient drain 
currents measurement. The transistor was biased in 
an off-state and the drain's voltage varies from 1.8 
V to 0.05 V with a power supply. High-bandwidth 
(30 GHz) single-shot digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 
Model Wavemaster 830Zi) was used to measure 
the transient drain currents. The test transistor was 
irradiated with a broad beam of 322 MeV 
Krypton . 

Fig. 3 The worst waveform of transient currents in 
the case that the drain biased to 1.8 V. An example 
of a smoothed line is superimposed. 

制御されていない電気信号「ノイズパルス」が発生
誤動作を起こす

放射線1発がスイッチに当たる
牧野博士 RASEDA 2010



なぜ電気ノイズが発生するのか
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放射線 
例α線 = 正の電気を帯びている

クーロン力で
剥ぎ取る

自由に動けるノイズ電子

安西育郎先生「放射線と放射能」ナツメ社を元に作成

発生するノイズ電子の量QDEPが重要
この量は放射線強度のパラメータLETで推定できる



対策にはパルスノイズの解明が必要
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off-state and the drain voltage varies from 0.05 V to 1.8 V with a power supply. Unlike in the case of laser 
testing, in which a repetitive signal can be generated and measured by a sampling oscilloscope, we have to use a 
single-shot oscilloscope for this work. Thus, we used the 30 GHz of high-bandwidth single-shot digital 
oscilloscope (LeCroy Model Wavemaster 830Zi) to measure the transient drain currents. Furthermore, the 
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Fig. 2 An example of a collected charge 
distribution with the drain biased at 1.8 V.  

Fig. 1 Experimental setup used transient drain 
currents measurement. The transistor was biased in 
an off-state and the drain's voltage varies from 1.8 
V to 0.05 V with a power supply. High-bandwidth 
(30 GHz) single-shot digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 
Model Wavemaster 830Zi) was used to measure 
the transient drain currents. The test transistor was 
irradiated with a broad beam of 322 MeV 
Krypton . 

Fig. 3 The worst waveform of transient currents in 
the case that the drain biased to 1.8 V. An example 
of a smoothed line is superimposed. スイッチのノイズではなくて回路のノイズが必要
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この研究の成果
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1．測定法
2．推定法
3．理論

回路における放射線ノイズパルスを解明しモデル化



既存の測定方法
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Fig. 1. Overall test circuit for SET-pulse width measurement. SET pulse originated in a chain of cells under test propagates through the chain. The SET pulse is
then captured in Snapshot circuits. SET pulse is obtained as a bit sequence like “ ”.

chain and 60 radiation-hardened D-type FFs (D-FFs). Each
even-numbered inverter’s output was fed into the next stage
inverter and one D-FF, as shown in the figure. The clock ports
of D-FFs were all connected to the output of the 110th inverter
(node X in Fig. 1). All D-FFs were triggered simultaneously
when the leading edge (positive edge) of the SET pulse arrived
at node X, and thereby, D-FFs stored the SET pulse as a bit
sequence like “ ,” where the string of ‘1’
corresponded to the SET pulse. We extended the FF chain
beyond the node X (right side of the node X) to capture the SET
pulse correctly, because the SET pulse might propagate beyond
the node X due to a delay time for triggering the D-FFs.

The SET-pulse width can be calculated by

(1)

where T is the delay time of every two inverters in the Snap-
shot circuit, is the number of D-FFs that capture a SET
pulse, and is the width expansion at the broadening buffer
chain.

Since the actual values of T and were required to deter-
mine SET-pulse width, we calibrated the Snapshot circuits after
the irradiation test. The process is explained in the next section.

To capture only the SET pulses that originated in the cells
under test (NOR cells), the output of the cells under test was
input to two Snapshot circuits, A and B. When only Snapshot
A or B captured a pulse, the data was discarded, and the D-FFs
were reset because the pulse did not come from the cells under
test. Note that the D-FFs were radiation hardened to eliminate
single event upsets in the D-FFs. Thus, captured SET data
were kept intact. In this paper, data obtained in Snapshot A are
evaluated.

B. Calibration

Fig. 2 illustrates calibration circuits implemented on the test
chips together with the test circuits described above. The cali-
bration circuits had two configurations, I and II. Configuration

Fig. 2. Calibration circuits using built-in pulse generator. Circuit configuration
I was used to calibrate Snapshot circuits, and configuration II was used to con-
firm that SET-pulse width did not vary depending on the length of the cell chain.

I was used to determine the values of T and , by inputting
reference pulses coming from the pulse generator circuit. In con-
figuration II, a 6-cell or 12-cell NOR chain was inserted between
the pulse generator and the Snapshot circuit. This configuration
was used to confirm that the SET-pulse width did not vary de-
pending on the length of the cell chain.

Fig. 3 shows the result of the test with configuration I. In this
test, pulses of 0.3 ns, 0.5 ns, 0.7 ns, and 1 ns were input to the
Snapshot circuit. We evaluated the number of FFs that captured
the pulse. We performed this test with two test chips, “Chip 1”
and “Chip 2.” Data points exist within the range of FF from
the fitting line obtained by
the least squares fitting method. From this line, we determined

T and in (1) to be 0.0828 ns/one-FF and 1.68 ns, respec-
tively. Since we did not experimentally evaluate pulses shorter
than 0.3 ns, the fitting line is not guaranteed to be applicable to
pulse-width estimation in the range of 0 to 0.3 ns (shaded area).

Fig. 4 shows the result of the test with configuration II, where
the NOR-cell chain was inserted. Note that all data plots exist
almost within the range of 1 FF from the fitting line obtained
in Fig. 3. The result shows that the SET pulse, in this work, was
kept intact during propagation.

C. Irradiation Environment

Heavy ion tests were performed at Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory (BNL). Irradiation conditions are summarized in Table I.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Yurindo Co Ltd. Downloaded on July 28, 2009 at 02:42 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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既存技術の成果：幅と放射線強度の関係
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成果1：全波形観測法
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KOBAYASHI et al.: WAVEFORM OBSERVATION OF DSETS EMPLOYING MONITORING TRANSISTOR TECHNIQUE 2877

Fig. 10. DSET waveforms obtained when the target inverter was irradiated with
various laser PEs.

Hereinafter, for simplicity, we would like to explain them taking
an -type MT for example.

The voltage swing of DSETs in SOI CMOS logic gates ba-
sically ranges from its power supply voltage to ground
voltage ; i.e. . In our test circuit, as
shown in Fig. 11(a), we used an enhancement mode
transistor as the MT and its source voltage was kept constant
at . In this case, the gate-source voltage of the MT is
equal to and the MT turns off while is smaller than .
As a result, a blind region existed within the DSET voltage re-
gion.

As illustrated in Fig. 11(b), however, we can observe DSETs
only with the single enhancement-mode -MT in the case where
it is possible to apply a negative voltage the magnitude of which
is larger than to its source terminal. The MT never turns
off in the full DSET range because , which is given by

, is larger than even when .
Fig. 11(c) depicts another single MT technique. When an

-type depletion mode transistor is available for
the -MT, the single MT approach is also possible because the
depletion-mode -MT has a negative threshold voltage.

E. Applicability to Heavy Ion Testing

The proposed MT technique is applicable, in principle, to
heavy ion testing as well as the laser testing performed in this
study. Unlike the laser testing, in which repetitive signals can be
generated and measured by a sampling oscilloscope, we need to
use a single-shot oscilloscope for the heavy ion testing. Its band-
width has been increasing so that we can now measure ion-in-
duced transient currents in today’s advanced devices [16], [35].

From the viewpoint of circuit configuration, the double MT
configuration has an advantage over the single MT type for
heavy ion testing. In the case where we use the MT technique for
heavy-ion broad-beam tests, heavy ions may hit not only a target
logic gate but also an MT. Such MT hits produce unwanted cur-
rent transients, which are recorded in the scope as well as DSET
(logic-gate hit) signals. Using the double MT approach, we can
eliminate these unwanted signals as in [10]. We can obtain only
DSET information by selecting only the signals concurrently

Fig. 11. Single MT approaches. The voltage swing of DSETs in SOI CMOS
logic gates basically ranges from its power supply voltage to ground
voltage ; i.e. . (a) circuit configuration used in this
study. This is illustrated again for comparison. (b), (c) single MT approaches.
We can observe DSETs only with the single -MT in the cases where it is
possible to apply a negative voltage the magnitude of which is larger than
to the source terminal of the enhancement mode -MT or where a depletion
mode (normally-on type) transistor is available for the -MT.

recorded by both MTs, because DSETs basically generate tran-
sient responses in both MTs whereas MT-hits produce signals
only in the struck MT.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a new DSET observation technique. By
connecting only two elementary transistors to a target logic gate,
waveforms can be observed through a conventional 50- trans-
mission line system widely used for measuring transient cur-
rents in single transistors.

We fabricated test circuits in a fully depleted SOI process and
carried out pulsed-laser irradiation tests. Fairly good agreement

was observed between the obtained wave-
form and the estimation results, thus demonstrating the validity
of the proposed technique. In addition, our technique clearly re-
vealed the DSET evolution as a function of the laser PE.

We also discussed the variations of circuit configurations for
measurements and the applicability of our technique to heavy
ion testing.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Daisuke Kobayashi. Downloaded on January 20, 2009 at 06:59 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.

放射線をpsレーザで代用

パルス成長の様子の実測に成功

パルスが底を打つ様子や
急峻な電圧低下とゆっくりとした回復
などの特徴を確認
（デバイスシミュレーションでの予想と一致）
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1．測定法

2．推定法

簡単な回路で波形を明らかにできる
しかし，他の回路ではどうなるか予想できない



既存の推定方法
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off-state and the drain voltage varies from 0.05 V to 1.8 V with a power supply. Unlike in the case of laser 
testing, in which a repetitive signal can be generated and measured by a sampling oscilloscope, we have to use a 
single-shot oscilloscope for this work. Thus, we used the 30 GHz of high-bandwidth single-shot digital 
oscilloscope (LeCroy Model Wavemaster 830Zi) to measure the transient drain currents. Furthermore, the 
bias-tee, amplifier, and cables limit the bandwidth of the measurement system to around 20 GHz. The drain 
currents were amplified by a charge pre-amplifier with 21.5dB before input to the oscilloscope.  
   The heavy-ion irradiation tests were performed using the K = 110 MeV AVF cyclotron at the Takasaki Ion 
Accelerators for Advanced Radiation Application (TIARA) in Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), Takasaki. 
The test transistor was irradiated in a vacuum chamber with a broad beam of 322 MeV Krypton (Kr) at an 
irradiation angle of 0 degrees to achieve an LET of 40 MeV-cm2/mg. 150 - 200 transient current waveforms 
were measured when irradiated with a broad beam at each drain bias condition. After each measurement, the 
beam was stopped and the drain bias was changed to different value. The drain bias was swept from 1.8 V to 0.2 
V in 0.2 V steps, and from 0.2 V to 0.05 V in 0.05 V steps.  
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every drain bias condition, smoothed transient current waveforms were extracted from each charge distributions 
in the same manner as the case of the 1.8 V drain bias. The DSET pulse-width increases with the collected 
charge in the case of the inverter cell fabricated with Partially Depleted SOI process [15], thus we have assumed 
that the DSET pulse-width obtained from current pulses with the greatest collect charge is the worst-case 
scenarios.  
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Fig. 2 An example of a collected charge 
distribution with the drain biased at 1.8 V.  

Fig. 1 Experimental setup used transient drain 
currents measurement. The transistor was biased in 
an off-state and the drain's voltage varies from 1.8 
V to 0.05 V with a power supply. High-bandwidth 
(30 GHz) single-shot digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 
Model Wavemaster 830Zi) was used to measure 
the transient drain currents. The test transistor was 
irradiated with a broad beam of 322 MeV 
Krypton . 

Fig. 3 The worst waveform of transient currents in 
the case that the drain biased to 1.8 V. An example 
of a smoothed line is superimposed. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for the single nMOSFET under 40-MeV /mg heavy ion impact. (a) vs. characteristics under various conditions. (b)
vs. curves for estimation from 0 to 9 ps. (c) From 10 ps to 1 ns. We plotted vs. curves in these two figures merely to show the curves clearly.

Fig. 6. Examples of graphical deviation. Top figure: test circuit configuration
[same as Fig. 3(a)]. Bottom left figures: graphical estimation examples for the
time elapsed from 3 to 5 ps. In each time step, the open circle represents a pre-
vious operating point, and the closed circle shows a new operating point. Bottom
right: from 80 to 100 ps. Points defined by a single letter are indicated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. SET voltage pulse estimation result: mixed-mode simulation result
(dashed line) is superimposed for reference, representing the actual SET
voltage pulse.

Finally, we would like to comment on issues for using real ex-
perimental values. Even if constant LET ions and a constant
are used, vs. curve shapes will vary mainly due to ion hit
location fluctuations [5], [7], [9]. Also, curve deformations will
occur due to signal transfer limitations of measurement systems
and test fixtures. The 1st narrow peaks in Fig. 5(a), for example,
will be lost in measurement data because of the bandwidth limi-
tations of the present measurement apparatus ( ps temporal
resolution for the laser test, and lower than 10 ps for the heavy
ion test). We need to deal with them properly to estimate SET
pulses inside chips. They are not, however, specific issues for
our estimation method. They are common issues when we use
experimental vs. curves, for example, for use in building
device/circuit models of irradiated devices for simulations. Se-
lecting a maximum vs. curve for each to deal with the
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time elapsed from 3 to 5 ps. In each time step, the open circle represents a pre-
vious operating point, and the closed circle shows a new operating point. Bottom
right: from 80 to 100 ps. Points defined by a single letter are indicated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. SET voltage pulse estimation result: mixed-mode simulation result
(dashed line) is superimposed for reference, representing the actual SET
voltage pulse.

Finally, we would like to comment on issues for using real ex-
perimental values. Even if constant LET ions and a constant
are used, vs. curve shapes will vary mainly due to ion hit
location fluctuations [5], [7], [9]. Also, curve deformations will
occur due to signal transfer limitations of measurement systems
and test fixtures. The 1st narrow peaks in Fig. 5(a), for example,
will be lost in measurement data because of the bandwidth limi-
tations of the present measurement apparatus ( ps temporal
resolution for the laser test, and lower than 10 ps for the heavy
ion test). We need to deal with them properly to estimate SET
pulses inside chips. They are not, however, specific issues for
our estimation method. They are common issues when we use
experimental vs. curves, for example, for use in building
device/circuit models of irradiated devices for simulations. Se-
lecting a maximum vs. curve for each to deal with the

電圧を変えた応答

各時刻での電流・電圧を表にして保存
読みとりながら回路方程式を解く

Kobayashi et al., IEEE TNS 54(4) 2007 p1037
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2．推定法

単体スイッチの応答があれば回路の応答を推定できる

放射線衝突の結果であって原因でない
原因である放射線とパルスの関係を答えるには？

3．理論
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理論：物理モデル（FDSOI想定）
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for the single nMOSFET under 40-MeV /mg heavy ion impact. (a) vs. characteristics under various conditions. (b)
vs. curves for estimation from 0 to 9 ps. (c) From 10 ps to 1 ns. We plotted vs. curves in these two figures merely to show the curves clearly.

Fig. 6. Examples of graphical deviation. Top figure: test circuit configuration
[same as Fig. 3(a)]. Bottom left figures: graphical estimation examples for the
time elapsed from 3 to 5 ps. In each time step, the open circle represents a pre-
vious operating point, and the closed circle shows a new operating point. Bottom
right: from 80 to 100 ps. Points defined by a single letter are indicated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. SET voltage pulse estimation result: mixed-mode simulation result
(dashed line) is superimposed for reference, representing the actual SET
voltage pulse.

Finally, we would like to comment on issues for using real ex-
perimental values. Even if constant LET ions and a constant
are used, vs. curve shapes will vary mainly due to ion hit
location fluctuations [5], [7], [9]. Also, curve deformations will
occur due to signal transfer limitations of measurement systems
and test fixtures. The 1st narrow peaks in Fig. 5(a), for example,
will be lost in measurement data because of the bandwidth limi-
tations of the present measurement apparatus ( ps temporal
resolution for the laser test, and lower than 10 ps for the heavy
ion test). We need to deal with them properly to estimate SET
pulses inside chips. They are not, however, specific issues for
our estimation method. They are common issues when we use
experimental vs. curves, for example, for use in building
device/circuit models of irradiated devices for simulations. Se-
lecting a maximum vs. curve for each to deal with the

底を打ってゆっくり回復 各要素のバランスで決まる
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Fig. 7. [2-D simulation results] Time evolution of the stored charges on the
gate electrode in the case that pC/ m. These gate charges are
counter-charges to the holes biasing the body region positively via gate-body
capacitance.

irradiation. was obtained by reading out the amount of the
counter-charges on the gate electrode at 7.4 ps from Fig. 7. We
conclude that our theoretical descriptions for the discharge com-
ponents are acceptable.

B. 3-D Device Verification (3-D Simulation Results)

From the 2-D simulation study, we revealed that the
heavy-ion-induced transient currents in the FD-SOI MOS-
FETs have three current components: (1) prompt current (1st
discharge component), (2) parasitic bipolar current, and (3)
stored-carrier discharge current (2nd discharge component).
Because the ion track model is not realistic in the 2-D simula-
tions, however, our findings in the 2-D study must be examined
in 3-D devices.

Fig. 8 shows the 3-D simulation results, and clearly demon-
strates that the heavy-ion-induced transient current has three
components as we revealed in the 2-D study. is di-
vided into two parts and the 2nd part is identical to the hole
current.

We would like to discuss here the avalanche generation ef-
fects in these 3-D simulations because the drift-diffusion model
generally overestimates the avalanche generation rate.

were kept intact whether the avalanche generation module
was activated or not as shown in Fig. 9. This indicates that the
avalanche generation effect was negligibly small and
represented the discharge flow of deposited electrons. Note that
we used the 0.1-pC/ m LET for the confirmation because the
calculation did not converge when the LET was 0.4 pC/ m and
the avalanche generation module was deactivated. We consid-
ered that the confirmation result is valid for the higher LET cases
because the avalanche generation effect becomes negligible as
the LET value increases [10].

When the LET was 0.4 pC/ m (Fig. 8), we obtained of
0.44 fC by integrating . It is difficult to theoretically
estimate from because the deposited carriers
are localized around the ion track. By approximating the value
by the total space charges in the entire body region before irradi-
ation, the estimated becomes 0.24 fC roughly equal to the
measured of 0.44 fC. We thus conclude that our findings
in the 2-D study are applicable to real 3-D devices.

Fig. 8. [3-D simulation results] Time evolution of currents induced by a
heavy-ion strike with pC/ m (top figure) and difference in
electron currents (bottom figure). Plotted values are doubled data observed in
the simulated half device. Points indicated by a single letter are discussed in
Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. [3-D simulation results] Difference in electron currents when the
avalanche generation module was activated and deactivated. Note that the
0.1-pC/ m LET was used.

C. Impact of the Stored-Carrier Discharge Current (3-D
Simulation Results)

Fig. 10 shows impacts of the stored-carrier discharge current
on transient pulse heights (a) and width (b). As the LET value
increases, its impacts become more serious. The peak value,
for example, is raised by 0.4 mA, and the pulse width is ex-
panded by 8.8 ps when the LET value is 0.4 pC/ m. Pulse width,
in particular, is enormously widened by this current compo-
nent. Since the pulse width is an important factor characterizing
single event transients, we must pay careful attention to this dis-
charge component.

D. Perspectives on Device Downscaling Effects

We would like to discuss the device downscaling impact on
the stored-carrier discharge current. When the ideal constant-

放電過程が重要

t∗ = τ0 ln
�

QDEP

Ip(ON)τ0

�
+ τ1 +

CL|VTp|
Ip(ON)

底 回復
QDEP = LET × tSOI よりt*は放射線強度LETの対数関数と書ける

Kobayashi et al., IEEE TNS 56(6) 2009 p3043
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Linear Energy Transfer: LET
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放射線が弱いと
パルスが伸びる?
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•LET 0.4 pC/μmで大きくなるのは疑わしい．測定結果の検討が必要
  データを見直して解析に誤りがあることがわかった．
•地上中性子環境における平均SET幅は0.36nsより短いと見積ってよいであろう
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理論がある今
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この研究の成果
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1．測定法
2．推定法
3．理論

回路における放射線ノイズパルスを解明しモデル化

1と2は製造技術に依らない．
3はFDSOI製造技術に注目．ただし，バルク製造技術
でも同様の対数関数的な振舞を確認できている．
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